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The live footage quickly zoomed in and gave Helena a full-body close-up. Helena in the
close-up shot was even more beautiful than anything else.
The host couldn’t help sighing at this moment: “I have to say that Helena Iliad is so
beautiful. Everyone on the scene was shocked by her beauty. It is conceivable that the
Nordic people at this moment have something in their hearts. How happy!”
At this time, the camera noticed a brooch worn on Helena’s left chest, and then the camera
quickly zoomed in and gave the brooch a close-up.
The host said at this moment: “Audience friends can see that the camera is showing a closeup of the brooch worn by Helena. This should be a leaf made of gold. It looks very beautiful,
and it is at the bottom of the leaf. , I also used small diamonds to spell out two letters, C and
W.”
As he said, the host said: “I want to come to this chest for Helena Iliad, it should have
extraordinary meaning, as for the two letters of C and W, it is very likely that they are
abbreviations of a person’s name. Like Michael Jackson abbreviated as MJ, I just don’t know
what CW is, what the abbreviation is, but what’s certain is that if this is really an abbreviation
of a person’s name, then this person should be for Helena Iliad Very important.”
Having said that, the host smiled and said: “I believe that at this moment, all audiences in
the West should be wondering what CW represents. If it is really an abbreviation of a
person’s name, who is it? It is estimated that in a few minutes, about CW. The guessing of
letters may become a big hit on Western social media!”

At this time, both Isaac Cameron and Don Albert looked at Charlie at the same time.
Others can’t think of what these two letters represent, but Isaac Cameron and Don Albert
can see at a glance that they definitely represent Charlie.
Combined with this brooch itself is a leaf shape, it just represents Charlie’s surname, so it is
even more stone hammered.

Charlie didn’t expect that the brooch that Helena asked herself to pay attention to on the
phone turned out to be a leaf representing her surname and the pinyin initials of her name.
In his opinion, Helena is cautious and shouldn’t make such a small easter egg on such an
important occasion, because this will definitely make the outside world a lot of suspicion,
and it is definitely not a good thing for her.
What was even more unexpected was that Helena stood in front of the palace gate and
waved to the crowd several times before she kissed the tip of her right finger lightly, and
then gently covered the fingertip on her chest. On the brooch!
The media at the scene suddenly exploded!
The keen media people have speculated on Helena’s true intentions, and the China host
could not help but sigh: “Everyone should have seen Helena Iliad’s actions just now. If I’m
not mistaken, she She should be kissing her brooch indirectly! You know, she is now
witnessed by hundreds of millions of viewers all over the world! At this time, she did not shy
away from making such an action, which is enough to see that this chest is aimed at For her,
the significance is extremely significant!”
Isaac Cameron looked at Charlie and said with a smile: “Master, Helena should confess to
you again in the air…”
Charlie shook his head helplessly and said, “If this is the case, it can only mean that she can’t
figure out which is the lighter and the heavier. How can this kind of cautious thinking take
such a risk on such a major occasion of the new emperor’s coronation? …”
Don Albert smiled and said seriously: “Master Wade, maybe for Helena, it doesn’t matter
whether he is crowned or not crowned or ascended to the throne. Taking this opportunity
to confess to you in front of the world is the most important thing!”

